Submitted on June 11, 2021 Submitted values are: *Name* Barbara *Email* [1] *Affiliation* Homeowner/Tax payer *Topic* Other *Comment* I comment on all the above. While many of you "planners" have college degrees and are young, what you seem intent on is grasping at tax base revenue to study the problems and there are never any implementations or basic resolutions. Stop asking for more money, Property taxes, utility rates, etc. are killing and driving the community out of the state. I see more ideas turned away that are simplistic and easy, yet it is always no. I for one am a huge supporter of homelessness and it angers me that the city continues to drag its feet, when finally tiny homeless shelters are being built in the midst of neighborhoods, destroying property values. That is the truth. Your intent on building high density housing (Off Raleigh near Costco) with a band of homeless still popping up tents along the freeway embankment across from those homes. It is a joke, a band aid, "lipstick on a pig" as the liberal minded community would call it, to make it look prettier. I ask for whom? The homeless? I have ideas but know they will not be heard but if you want them, reach out to me via email. This "give me all your money" has got to stop. As far as equity, give me a break. To say "equity" does not mean the intent is there. Dividing culture is what your "equity" is about and not building stronger. Prime example. I live in a wonderful court, 7 homes, 2 white families, and we all love, care and look out for eachother. Life is not as divided and grim as this leadership is making it out to be. [1] mailto:...